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Why We
Other

The sole business of the church is souls.
The church is souls in love with God and one
another. The church is souls weeping and rejoicing together, laughing and praying together, eating and singing together. The
church is souls looking upward in praise, inward in penitence, outward in practice, and
forward in promise. The church is hearts knit
together whose spirits share together. The
heart of the church is the heart of life.
The word "church" in the Greek New Testament literally means "assembly" which indicates "community and brotherhood."
The
church must live up to its name by its practice.
The church does not exist to beautify the
neighborhood, but to personify brotherhood.
The church is not a physical building of brick
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or wood, but a spiritual house of men and
women in fellowship with God and one another.
The huge redwood trees of California amaze
mankind. They are the largest living things on
earth and the tallest trees in the world. Some
of them are 300 feet high and over 2,500 years
old. One would think that a tree so large must
have a tremendous root system that reaches
down hundreds of feet into the earth. But not
so! The redwoods have a very shallow root
system. If one was to get down on his knees
and examine the redwoods root system he
would find that all the roots intertwine. They
are locked to each other. When the storms
come, the winds blow, and the lightnings
flash, the redwoods still stand. They are not
alone for all the trees support and protect
each other. Each tree is important to all the
other trees in the grove. This vivid illustration
should teach us the necessity of meaningful
involvement with each other.
The church is souls in fellowship. Without
Christ, the church is nothing, and without
fellowship, the church is useless. By our love,
we must show the world what a difference
Jesus makes!
Calvin W arpula
Sugarland, TX
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FROM THE EDITOR
The case of church disfellowship and the
resulting court trial in Collinsville, Oklahom_a
has received much publicity and much of 1t
adverse. However, it is my opinion that it may
be the best thing that has happened to the
Lord's church in a long time. Here is why:
( 1) Because of this incident there has been

more written and
church discipline
member. Finally,
pline taught and
been all along.

preached on the subject of
than at any time I can rewe are seeing church discidefended as it should have

(2) Brethren are being unified. We are
fighting a common enemy rather than amo?g
ourselves. Petty differences are forgotten whtle
we wrestle with the separation of church and
state issue.
(3) The church is growing. One bulletin
reported a "rash of conversions" in the church
at Collinsville since the court trial. People
want to be members of a church that will stand
on the Word of God and not back down.
Remember what happened to the church in
Jerusalem when great persecution came upon
it. Acts 8:4 records that the Christians who
were scattered abroad •'went every where
preaching the Word." Isn't it true that the
church has always grown under persecution?
Perhaps we should thank the Lord for this
incident rather than being filled with fear and
apprehension.

There is a new parallel New Testament that
I am excited about. It's the King James
version/Simple English version both in one
cover. This parallel Bible is bound in a durable
hardback and each verse is listed side by side
for easy comparison. On page 19 you will
find more details. We are pleased to offer it
through our Bookshelf.
•'And now, brethren, I commend you to
JUNE 1984

God and to the word of His grace, which is
ab/; to build you up, and to give you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified. ••
(Acts 20:32)
-JMS

People

WhoKeepPerspective

People who keep their perspective usually
achieve their goals. I remember a junior high
classmate who desired to be a surgeon.
Through high school his course of study and
many spare moments were directed toward
his objective. He advanced from pre-medicine
at Abilene to Kansas University Medical
School and served his residency. Many stumble and fall over the course but not this man.
Today after years of sacrifice he is a respected
surgeon in California.
One who does not crystalize his thoughts
cannot achieve what is not clearly defined.
Plan specifically and work your plan. When
Frank Lloyd Wright was 90 years old he was
asked to single out his finest work. His answer:
"MY NEXT ONE!"
Searching for excellence is fulfillment in
itself.
The wisdom of planning and achieving
in this world is commendable but limited.
Only those goals perceived in Jesus Christ are
lasting. DESIRE to be like Jesus and keep
that perspective as one whose mind has been
renewed in Him. Direct your course of study
and spare moments toward this objective and
eventually praising God for working in you,
you can say, "ALL OF CHRIST AND NONE OF
ME!"
•'If then you have been raised up with
Christ, keep seeking the things above where
Christ is seated at the right hand of God.
Set your mind on things above, not on the
things that are on earth. •• Colossians 3: 1,2

Larry 0. Sullivan
Skillman Ave. Bulletin
Dallas, TX
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We :MustGo To The Center
LET THEM KNOW
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"I say the truth in Christ, I lie not, .... that
I have great heaviness and continual so"ow in
my heart. For I could wish that myself were
accursed from Christ for my brethren, my
kinsmen according to the flesh ... " (Rom.
9:1-3) "Brethren, my hearts desire and prayer
to God for Israel is that they might be saved."
(Rom. 10:1)

We must learn not to be ashamed to admit
and express our sincere, heart-felt love for
dying men. We must help them comprehend
what we are feeling on their behalf. In this
way -their attention is arrested and truths we
want to convey are so much easier for them to
consider. The cliche, "Men don't care how
much you know until they know how much
you care," is obviously correct. But to realize
this fact, or to write of it, lecture about it,
and discuss and admit it to ourselves in our
training for evangelism sessions, does not
inform the lost of our concerns. We observe
that Paul expressed that concern in very strong
terms. He was anxious for his readers to feel
what he was feeling.
May we learn from Paul not only to love
the lost, but to inform the lost of our love.
Many times in our own experiences we observe
the value of this. Haven't we realized how easy
it is for us to receive instructions, suggestions,
corrections or even rebukes, from those who
have assured us of their love for us?
R.W. Gray
via South College Bulletin
Auburn, AL

Some years ago we lived on the Gulf Coast.
We had not been there long until I heard an
expression that I could not recall if I had ever
heard it. The expression was ''the center of
the hurricane.'' Then I learned that at the
center of a hurricane there is calmness. Planes
may fly into the center of the storm. When they
get inside, they may find no rain or high
winds, but a perfect calm. I read that one
young man on such a flight said, "I will never
be afraid of a hurricane again, if I can only get
to the center of it.''
How many of us need to get to the center of
the hurricane in our own lives. If one is worried, unhappy or anxious, one needs to find the
source of such.
The Christian has at the center of his life,
Christ. I am reminded of that great song in our
book, ''There is a place of quiet rest, near to
the heart of God, a place where sin cannot
molest, near to the heart of God. 0 Jesus,
bl est redeemer, sent from the heart of God,
Hold us, who wait before thee,- near to the
heart of God."
There are truths found in the Bible that will
help us if we meditate on them. •'But they
that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with wings
as eagles; they shall run, and not be weary;
and they shall walk, and not faint. •• (Isa.
40:31) "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,
whose mind is stayed on thee: because he
trusteth in thee'' (Isa. 26:3). ''In all thy ways
acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy
paths" (Prov. 3:6). We need to saturate our
minds with thoughts about the Lord and we
will begin to see our way out of sin and the
worry and unhappiness that sin always brings.
In Jesus we find strength, peace and guidance.
What more could one want?
Charles Curtis
Foote St. Bulletin
Corinth, MS
BULLETIN DIGEST
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statements. ''/ have been crucified with Christ;
it is no longer I who live but Christ lives in
me; and the life which I now live in the flesh
/ live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me
and gave Himself for me'' (Gal. 2:20).

YOU'LLHAVE
TOSHOOT
ME
TOSTOPME
A story is told about the great halfback,
George Cafego, during the early days of profootball. Playing for the old Brooklyn Dodgers
football team against the New York Giants one
day, Cafego brought the ball upfield practically
by himself. Just before the half ended, he
broke away over left tackle.
First, one man hit him, then another. But
Cafego kept going. Finally, about five Giants
ganged up on him, and still he plowed goalward. At last he started down, just as the
timer's gun exploded ending the half. "Oh
no!" A spectator shouted, "They had to shoot
him to stop him.''
They had to shoot him to stop him. What a
great testimony to the power of unstoppable
determination.
Paul writes, "/ press toward the goal for the
prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus''
(Phil. 3: 14). There it is, that same determination. ' '/ press toward the goal. ' ' Could anyone
stop Paul from serving Christ except by shooting him? Or crucifying him? Imprisonment
would not stop him. Beating him would not
stop him. Ridiculing him would not stop him.
In fact, only death would ever silence his voice.
Paul's ability to persevere can be understood clearly from his most profound of all
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Our lack of faith is our greatest obstacle in
our pressing toward the mark. We need the
faith of Paul as he stood boldly and proclaimed,
''/ can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me" (Phil. 4:13).
When we live for Him and for others we can
keep pressing toward the mark. Struggling
toward the goal line. Not giving up in the face
of any obstacle. Proclaiming to all the world,
"You'll have to shoot me to stop me." In such
unstoppable faith and determination is there
hope for the world.
Mike Bentley
via Riddle, OR

Help Wanted
We hear of churches in the brotherhood
seeking to employ a "Youth Counselor" to
devote his time to the training of the youth in
the church. The elders of the church of Christ
are seeking to employ SO or more full time
Youth Counselors who will devote their time
and interest to this work. They are to teach
these boys and girls the scriptures and spiritual
obligations to the church; but they are to do
far more than this. The elders want these
Youth Counselors to also supervise games
and recreation. They are to give talks concerning dating, courtship, marriage, divorce
and remarriage. They are to even give lectures
on how to properly dress.
The elders promise the very highest rewards
for this service, but the only title the "Youth
Counselor" will have will be PARENT!
via Tenth Ave. Bulletin
Lakeworth, FL
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Make The
Most

Of Today
The hourglass is an interesting piece of
equipment. In many ways it is emblematical
of the world. The sands run out of it at the
termination of a given period of time. It
reminds us that all things must have an end.
We must, some time or other, enter on the
last year of our life. It may be one or fifty
years in the distance, but the closing year must
come.
That year will be ushered in with the usual
New Year's congratulations. It will witness the
beautiful white of winter, the blossoming of
spring, the heat of summer, the glory of fall.
And yet to us it will be vastly different because
it will be our last year. The spring grass may
be broken by the spade to let us down to our
resting place, or while the summer grain is
falli~ to the sickle, we may be harvested for
another world. It may well happen at any time
of the year, for death knows no holidays.
Evidently such thoughts as these stirred the
mind of Addison and caused him to write:
"When I look upon the tombs of the great
every emotion of envy dies; when I read the
epitaph of the beautiful every inordinate desire
forsakes me; when I meet with the grief of
parents upon a tombstone my heart melts
with compassion; when I see the tombs of the
parents themselves I reflect how vain it is to
grieve for we must quickly follow; when I
see kings lying beside those who deposed
them, when I see rival wits placed side by
side .. .l reflect with sorrow and astonishment
on the frivolous competitions, factions, and
debates of mankind."
Don't waste your life. Make the most of
today!
John Gipson
BULLETING
Little Rock, AR
DIGEBT ~

TAKE HEED, BRETHREN!
In the late '70's, a newspaper article read:
"British churches close-churches are closing
down for good all over Great Britain. In 1975
and 1976, the Anglican Church Commissioners
authorized the demolition of one church building every nine days. In England and Wales,
more than 650 non-Anglican churches are
recorded as having been closed in 1974 and
1975."
A Church of England preacher gave the
following explanation: "Is it not true that the
present state of the church is due to the fact
of false prophets? Why has the church become
so ineffective? I have no hesitation in answering that it is due to the type of preaching that
came in as a result of the higher critical movement of the last century, which utterly condemned doctrinal preaching. Its advocates
preached morality and general uplift. They
took their illustrations from literature and
poetry, and Emerson became one of the High
Priests. They gave this vague message that
never upsets anybody. They were so pleasant
and "modern" and up-to-date. They suited
the popular palate, and the result is not only
the empty churches about which we are
hearing so much at the present time, but,
as we see, the poor quality of Christian living
of which most of us are so guilty" (D. Martyn
Lloyd Jones, Westminister Chapel, London,
England).
Brethren, some of the preaching being done
in the Lord's church today is of the same
calibre spoken of by the Anglican preacher.
We had best take note! Thank God for elders
who demand doctrinal preaching and preachers who'll proclaim the •'whole counsel of
God" (Acts 20:26; Gal. 1:8; II Tim. 4:2-4).
Harold McRay
via Marlow, OK

······························••1
WHEN A FRIEND MAKES A MISTAKE.
DON'T RUB IT IN, RUB IT OUT!

BULLETIN DIGEST
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Who ls Missing
Family?

From The

Recently there was a news report out of
California regarding a motorist who on his
way to work at 8:00 A.M. came upon an
infant crawling across the roadway on his
hands and knees. He stopped, picked up the
child and took him to the police station where
after several hours the child's mother finally
came in to claim him.
This nine month old infant, wearing only
a tee shirt and diaper had crawled 18 blocks
before being picked up. The report concluded
stating that the infant was temporarily in
foster care and the mother was being questioned.
To most people this is unreal. We questionHow did the child get out? Why so early?
What was the mother doing? When did she
first notice his absence? Why didn't someone
do something during the 18 blocks? Who ... ?
Paul regarded himself as a father in the
faith of Timothy, as well as the spiritual parent
of others whom he had brought to Christ.
We who are "parents in the faith" .... how intuned are we with our nine month old infants
in Christ? .... our six month old? .... our four
month old? .... the one baptized yesterday?
Regarding those who have strayed from God's
family .... How did they get away from us?
Why so early in some cases? What's preoccupying our time? When do we first notice
their absence? Who is responsible?
Paul says in Romans 15:1,2: "We who are
strong ought to bear with the failings of the
weak and not to please ourselves. Each of us
should please his neighbor for his good, to
build him up. ''
Look around. Who's missing
family? Who is responsible?

nDu@
oa~Gun@IT
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Empty Headed
Susie, age six, said to her mother, "Mama,
I got a stomach ache.''
"That's because you've been without lunch.
Your stomach is empty. You would feel better
if you had something in it.''
That afternoon the preacher came by, and
in the course of conversation remarked that he
had been suffering all day with a severe headache.
"That's because it's empty," said Susie.
"You'd feel better if you had something in it."

Too Small
"I tell you, I won't take this room," protested the llttle old lady to the bellboy. "I'm
not going to pay good money for a room like
this. It's too small and it hasn't got a window.
Just because I'm from the country... " "Get In,
lady, get in," sighed the bellboy. "This Is the
elevator.''

Wrong Again
It was Sunday morning in an adult Bible
class. "Will you please tell me," said a member
to the teacher, "how far in actual miles Dan Is
from Beersheba? All my life I have heard the
familiar phrase 'From Dan to Beersheba,' but
I have never known the distance.''
Before the answer could be given, another
member raised his hand in the back of the
room and inquired: "Do I understand that Dan
and Beersheba are the names of places?''
-"Yes."-"That's
one on me. I always
thought they were husband and wife, like
Sodom and Gomorrah.''

from our

Jerry Don Henry
via Thomas St. Bulletin
Altus, OK
JUNE 1984
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Fiddling Around
A divinity student refused to accept his degree. He said, "It's enough to be named
Fiddle without being Fiddle, D.D."

PAGES

Wanted: A Good Minister
Jerusalem
Province of Judea
December 11, 66 A.D.
Mr. Saul (The Apostle Paul)
Minister, Church of Christ
Corinth, Greece
Dear Mr. Paul:
We recently recieved an application from you
for service in our congregation. It is our policy
to be as frank and openminded as possible with
all our applicants. We have made an exhaustive survey of your case.
To be plain, we are surprised that you have
been able to "pass" as a bona fide preacher.
We are told that you are afflicted with a severe
eye trouble. This is certain to be an insurperable handicap to an effective ministry.
Do you think it seemly for a minister to do parttim~ secular work? We hear that you are
making tents on the side. In a letter to the
church at Philippi you admitted that they
were the only church supporting you. We
wonder why?
•
Is it true that you have a jail record? Certain
brethren report that you did two years time
at Caesarea and were imprisoned at Rome.
You made so much trouble for the businessmen at Ephesus that they refer to you as
"the man who turned the world upside down."
Sensationalism has no place in the pulpit.
We also deplore the lurid "over-the-wall-ina-basket episode at Damascus.''
We are appalled at your obvious lack of conciliatory behavior. Diplomatic ministers are
not stoned and dragged out of the city gate
or assaulted by furious mobs. Have you ever
suspected that gentler words might gain you
more friends? I enclose a copy of Dalius Carnagus' book, How To Win Barbarians and Influence Greeks.
You admit that while you were serving time at
Rome ''all forsook you. ·' Good men are not

left friendless. Three fine brothers by the
name of Diotrephes, Demas, and Alexander,
the coppersmith, have notarized affidavits
to the effect that it is impossible for them to
cooperate with either you or your program.
You have written many letters to churches
where you have formerly been minister. In
one of the letters you accused a church member
of living with his father's wife, and you caused
the whole church to feel badly and the poor
fellow was expelled.
It hurts us to tell you this, but in all our 25
years experience we have never met a man
so opposite to the requirements for a minister.
Most Sincerely Yours,
s/ J. Flavious Fluffy head,
for the congregation
BULLETIN
DIGEST-

0

via Las Vegas, NV

WHERE HAST THOU GLEANED
TODAY?
The setting for this question is found in a
grain field near Bethlehem of J udaea. It was
•'the beginning of the barley harvest·· (Ruth
1:22), and a young widow from the land of
Moab was picking up sheaves where the
workers had already reaped. When Boaz,
the owner of the field, learned who Ruth, the
young lady was, he told his reapers to •'Let
her glean even among the sheaves, and reproach her not·· (Ruth 2:15).
As this romantic story unfolds, we learn
that by nightfall Ruth had threshed ''about an
ephah of barley" (Ruth 2:17), and she took the
grain and went into the city. When her motherin-law saw what she had gleaned, she said to
Ruth, •'where hath thou gleaned today?··
(Ruth 2:18,19)
What a significant question that was, and
how important it is for Christians in the 20th
Century! Members of the body of Christ are
expected to be workers in the Master's harvest
field. Where have we gleaned today?
Paul Southern
via Allen Park, MI
BULLETIN DIGEST
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TheTruthAboutTheTruth
The sweet old widow lady had gone to all
the trouble to bake it and bring it by the house
of the preacher. It was a pie that still steamed
warm as the preacher and his wife cut into it
with joy and great expectation. What kind of
pie would it be? To the dismay and disappointment of the preacher and the entire family,
it was a prune pie! "Yech!" said the children,
and went outside to play. After a hesitant
taste of one piece, the rest was thrown away.
"But what are we going to tell widow Tuttle?"
asked the man of his wife. "We have to think
of something! ''
Sunday rolled around, and the fateful hour
arrived. Good sister Tuttle approached the
preacher with a smile.· "What did you think
of my prune pie?" she asked with pride.
"Let me tell you," gushed the preacher,
"prune pies don't last very long around our
house!''
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In a recent issue of U.S.A. Today, we are
told "each of us fibs at least SOtimes a day."
It may be about our age, or income or our
accomplishments, but usually we do it to avoid
embarrassment--ours
or someone else's.
Now that sounds good on the surface, but it
defies any concept of trust and truth taught in
the scriptures.
We may simply call it evasion, (like the
preacher above), but if it mars and mangles
truth, there will be a hurt to it somewhereeither to us or the one we are trying not to
hurt. "Therefore, laying aside falsehood
speak truth, each one of you, with his neighbor ... Let no unwholesome word proceed from
your mouth, but only such a word as is good
for edification according to the need of the
moment, that it may give grace to those who
hear. •• (Eph. 4:25,29).
David Lusk
Eastwood Bulletin
El Paso, TX
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Life is too Short
'' ... You know not what shall be on the
morrow. What is your life? You are a vapor
that appears for a little time, and then vanishes
away.·· These lines from James 4:14 underscore the uncertainty, brevity, and gravity of
our earthly existence. Life is, at best, an
unsure, short, and serious business. The poet
Longfellow expressed the uncertainty in his
bitter-sweet line:

There is a Reaper whose name is
death-and with his sickle keen,
he reaps the bearded grain at a breadth,
and the flowers that grow between.
Songwriter Neil Diamond, contemplating
a list of history's greatest names, wrote:
Each one there had one thing to share.
They had sweated under the same sun·
looked up and wondered at the sam~
moon,
and wept when it was all done,
for being done too soon.
Whether we live to be 6 or 60, LIFE IS TOO
SHORT ... far too short for many things.
1. Life is too short ... for pouting and pettiness.

Life is full of the little annoyances, but we
cannot afford the "luxury" of reacting to little
things in small ways. Unkind words and spiteful silences are unbecoming of those who are
'' redeeming the time.''
A close friend and fellow minister was
killed last year in a plane crash. He was
caught in a sudden snow storm in the Rockies.
A mutual friend, reflecting on this tragic testimony to life's uncertainty, said something
I'll never forget: "If we knew what the future
held, we'd say our goodbyes differently!"
Fleeting opportunities to laugh, and to Jove,
and to live, are too precious to poison with
pettiness or possessing.

2. Life is too short...to
purchasing and possessing.

squander

simply

Jesus warned: "Beware of covetousness,
for a man's life consisteth not in the abundance
of the things which he possesseth ·' (Luke 12:
15). A friend made a million dollar real estate
investment. His wife became concerned they
might lose everything! He sat her down and
calmly reminded her, "Ifwe lose it, remember,
it was only money!" Those words, so often
spoken in sarcasm, ought to be spoken more
frequently in all seriousness! Money generally
prevents us from appreciating our priceless
possessions: life, love, and laughter! Remind
yourself to use things and love people, not the
reverse. The person who only uses things
can afford to lose them. But the person who
loves things is doomed to lose everything!
3. Life is too short ... for replays and postponements.
"Old age looks backward, youth looks
forward, and middle age .. .looks worried!"
But _today is too precious to waste away replaymg yesterdays and postponing life until
tomorrow. The past and future tenses make
lovely literature and lousy life styles! How
many physical and emotional ills we'd avoid
~y followin~ the New Testament's prescriptions regardmg time: ''Forgetting those things
which are behind ... Do Not be anxious about
t~mo"ow ... let today's own troubles be sufficient for the day" (Phil. 4: 13; Matt. 6:34)
Yesterday is buried-tomorrow
yet unborn!
Seize today! (Present tense, active voice
imperative mood!)
'
4. Finally, life is too short ... to live it all
here!
. Isaia~ su~med up all hedonist philosophy
m one hne: 'Let us eat and drink, for tomo"ow
we die!" (22:13). Your teenagers probably
know a pop song entitled "1999." The chorus
runs: "O, two thousand zero zero, party's
over, ~ops: ,out. of time! So tonite I'm gonna
par~y hke 1t s nmeteen ninety-nine!" Are the
ancient and modern hedonists right? Is life
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

but a brief party to be lived up and out? The
poet Longfellow in his Psalm of Life disagreed:
Life is real, life is earnest,
And the grave is not its goal.
Dust thou art, to dust returnest
Was not spoken of the soul.
Don't make the mistake of the rich fool in
Luke 12. He had a good plan, but only for a
life time. He had no plan for a life eternal!
0 Lord, help us lay aside the life styles
of pouting and pettiness, purchasing and
possessing, replaying and postponing. They
are "luxuries" we cannot afford. Life is too
short ... and eternity too soon!
BULLETIN
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Randy Shawn Jones
via Walnut Ridge, AR

;,WHATA LITTLE
BIRD
,TAUGHT
ME
I was in my office late one Saturday afternoon several years ago. I was disturbed by a
noise in the auditorium, just outside my door.
I knew I was supposed to be alone. Thinking
it was someone coming in, I went back to
work. A few minutes later, I heard the same
noise.
I carefully made my way into the auditorium,
not knowing what I might find. To my relief,
it was a bird. A sparrow had somehow gotten
into the building and was trying to get out.
The noise was the bird trying to fly through
the glass windows. As it would hit the unyielding glass, the bird would be temporarily
stunned and fall to the floor. When it had recovered, it would try again to fly through the
glass.
I knew that unless somebody helped the
bird, it would eventually kill itself, trying to get
to freedom. I went over to pick it up and it
immediately flew out of my reach. It took
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several minutes of effort on my part, before it
became exhausted. I was then able to gently
pick it up and take it outside. As it lay in my
hands, it hesitated a moment and flew away
to freedom.
As I went back to work, I mused, "How like
man was this bird." "He was helpless and
doomed to death. It made every possible effort
to save itself, and was powerless without my
help."
Then the great message of the incarnation
came home to me. How could I have approached the bird, without it fearing me. How could
I have been able to communicate to the bird
its helplessness and hopeless condition. If
only I could have become a bird myself, how
much easier it would have been. The bird
would have had confidence that I could lead
him to safety.
Is this not what Jesus did? He became a
man, Immanuel (" "God with us. " Matthew
1:23). He became all we are that we might become the righteousness of God (II Corinthians
5:21). Because He became what we are-we
have confidence He is our Savior.
It took no sacrifice on my part to save a
bird's life. It took all of the life of Jesus to
become that sacrifice for our sin. How are we
showing our gratitude?
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Ancil Jenkins
Central Bulletin
Miami, FL

IF YOU WORRY ABOUT MISSING THE
BOAT, REMEMBER THE TITANIC.
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Sleeper

Of The Harvest

"When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them, because they were harrassed
and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.
Then he said to his disciples, 'The harvest is
plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord
of the Harvest, therefore, to send workers into
his harvest field.·
"
Matthew 9:36-38
''Do you not say, 'Four more months and
then the harvest?· I tell you, open your eyes
and look at the fields! They are ripe for
harvest ... ••
John 4:35
•'He who gathers crops in summer is a wise
son, but he who sleeps during harvest is a
disgraceful son. ••
Proverbs 10:5

A certain wheat farmer, preparing for a long
journey, left his two sons in charge of his
fields, for it was nearing the time of planting
and the ground needed plowing soon. In the
father's absence, the eldest son worked hard
while his younger brother, inexperienced in
farming, did not work at all. The farmer stayed
away.for a long time and soon the season for
planting and watering passed into the day of
harvest. Working alone, the older son tried
desperately to gather in the ripened wheat,
but he had to leave many sheaves in the field
because the work was too great for only one
man.
The day the farmer returned, his heart was
filled with joy when he saw much wheat gathered safe in the barn, but as he looked across the
fields, tears came to his eyes as he beheld
the rows and rows of ripened wheat now
rotting. In the distance he recognized his eldest
son still laboring hard to salvage what few
grains he could. And presently he spied his
younger son asleep beneath a tree.
Awakened by his father's approach, the
young man sat up with a start and, sensing
his father's anger, swiftly sought to explain:
"Father, when I was left to plow these fields
I was terribly confused. Some soil was hard
and other parts scattered with stones and,
why, I have never done this before. My brother

seemed so much better at it, that I leaned on
my plow and watched amazed as he dug and
fertilized the earth. When it came time to
plant, he knew how to scatter the seeds and I
was afraid that I'd let them fall where they did
not belong. So again I watched and sat in awe
as my brother sowed. But then came the most
confusing part. Water! Experts in irrigation
are required for such things. Too much water
and crops drown, too little and they become
parched. I knew I didn't dare try so difficult
a task. But your older son again knew exactly
what to do. I was weary from walking amid the
rows of wheat, so I lay down under this tree,
dreaming of when I, too, will become such an
accomplished farmer."
The farmer's voice was calm, though pained,
when he replied to the boy, "My son, my son,
my foolish son. Your brother learned plowing
and planting and watering by much hard work,
as you would have if you had tried. But in
your slumber the crops ripened and now for
want of workers many remain untouched by
the scythe and away from my barn. Your fear
and inexperience are not why my sheaves
stand rotting in the meadow. No, what distresses me most is that while your brother was
laboring among the crops that were ready,
you lay here sleeping-sleeping
during the
harvest.''
Our planet is bursting ripe with multitudes
of souls who would know Jesus were it not for
so many Christians sleeping during the harvest! So often our excuses of lack of knowledge
and experience only camouflage what is really
our timidity and laziness. And until every
Christian, no matter how old or young in the
Lord, wakes up to see the harvest that is everywhere, we will not restore the level of conversion we see in the New Testament. The
stakes have never been higher for workers in
God's vineyard to bring men and women back
to God.
And souls not won for Christ, unlike wheat
not brought to the barn, do not rot.
They burn.
BULLSTIN
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New York, NY
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TRAIN UPA CHILD
Long ago Solomon wrote: •'Train up a child
in the way he should go: and when he is old,
he will not depart from it" (Proverbs 22:6).
We recognize this at least as the norm, admitting there may be exceptions to this rule,
as there are to others.
In religion, the influence of parents over
the children is very clearly seen. One survey
reveals that where BOTH parents are dedicated, faithful Christians, actively involved
in the church and its work, 93 percent of their
children remained faithful also.
Where only ONE parent was active in the
program of the church, only 73 percent of their
children remained faithful.
If father and mother were only nominally
interested, or "reasonably active" in church
work, only 53 percent of their youngsters
maintained their faith.

Where BOTH PARENTS seldom or infrequently attend church services, only 6 percent
of their children remained faithful.
This is shocking, isn't it? It should "wake
up" some parents to the realization that their
example comes across loud and clear to their
children! Parents, your lives are being read in
your home, and probably by others also.
•'None of us liveth to himself. and no man die th
to himself' (Romans 14:7). Will it not intensify
the horrors of being lost in hell to know that
those we love most were, by our example,
influenced to abandon God, and were lost
because of us?
Surely, all Christians want their own children to go to heaven! Perhaps the one most
important factor in their salvation is THEIR
OWN PARENTS! Some parents, unwilling to
accept their personal responsibility, try to
shift the blame. They cry for more youth programs, more youth rallies, more special
functions, and lament: "The church is losing
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our young people!'' Without excusing any mistakes congregations have made, may I respectfully suggest that such parents need to face
reality, and recognize that it is not the
CHURCH that has lost them, but the parents!
I long for the time when every family in the
church attends every service! I wish every
family in the church to pray together on a
daily basis. Some of the most precious lessons
I learned in my own childhood were learned
in the family devotions. Our parents never
decided on a week-to-week basis whether we
would attend services of the church or not.
That was decided when they became Christians-that
they would attend every possible
service. How can it be otherwise with any
truly-converted parents?
Joshua's resolution three milleniums ago
should be the resolve of each Christian father
and mother: ••... as for me and my house, we
will serve the Lord" (Joshua 24:15). Parents,
by setting out on this course, may •'save both
thyself and them that hear thee·· (I Timothy
4: 16).
Flavil H. Nichols
via Flint, MI

THE PULL-UP OR DOWN
The story is told of a girl who came to a
gospel preacher for advice on her contemplated marriage to a boy who was not a Christian;
a good boy but not a Christian. The preacher
asked the girl to step up on a chair, then onto
a desk. He said, "Now pull me up where you
are." She tried with all her strength and failed.
The preacher, while still holding to the girl's
hand, gave a slight tug and pulled her to the
floor.
He then said, "It is more probable that this
non-Christian boy will pull you down to his
level than it is that you will pull him up to
yours."
The illustration served its purpose-the girl
did not marry the boy until he was proven a
faithful Christian.
via Elmore City, OK
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CONFUSED
Recently a sign was displayed at a denominational building, "9 saved-1 baptized in
water." More recently the sign read "9
saved-10 baptized." Such thinking is acceptable to the denominational world. It is not
acceptable with the Bible.
Ephesians 1:3 states that all spiritual blessings are in Christ. One must be in Christ to
experience these spiritual blessings. Salvation
is a spiritual blessing, and one must be in
Christ to experience it.
Galatians 3:26,27 tells how onw gets into
Christ, •'For ye are all the children of God by
faith in Christ Jesus. For as many of you as
have been baptized into Christ, have put on
Christ.··
Since all spiritual blessings are in Christ
(including salvation), and we get into Christ
through baptism, it is readily seen that one
must be baptized in order to be saved.
May the day come when men will justify
their actions by a •'thus saith the Lord. '· In
the light of the above scriptures how could it
be possible for nine people to be saved, and
only one person to be baptized? How could
ten people be baptized and only nine be saved?
Bobby Key
via Crockett Rd. Bulletin
Palestine, TX

RE-EXAMINATION
In Merle Miller's book, Lyndon: An Oral
Biography, President Johnson is quoted as
saying about the Viet Nam war as he left office
in 1969, "I never felt I had the luxury of reexamining my basic assumptions. Once the
decision to commit military force was made,
all our energies were turned to vindicating
that choice and making it work.'' How tragic

for this country that its leaders do not find time
and energy to re-examine their decisions and
commitments from time to time. I wonder how
many tragic mistakes we would have avoided
as a nation, if they had done so.
Not many of us are ever called upon to lead
even a small city or business, much less our
great nation, but we still all have the need to
re-examine our basic decisions and commitments from time to time. Much of the tragedy
of divorce, lack of growth, absence of joy and
general failure in our lives, could be avoided
if we would take the time to really look at what
we are doing and where we are going. But,
like President Johnson, we often think we are
too busy to take the time for such an examination. And, like him, we may be spending our
time, our energy and our resources on courses
of action that will end tragically for ourselves
and those we love.
The wise thing to do is stop and ask ourselves if what we are doing with our lives is
what both we and God want. Does the extra
money made by working extra hours really
compensate for the time we lose being good
parents to our children? Are we wasting time
and money on entertainment that really
doesn't entertain? Does our life style make it
difficult or impossible to be truly committed
to the Lord? Have we overcommitted our finances to buy things we really don't need?
Is my friendship with some fellow worker
leading me toward unfaithfulness to my
spouse? These and a thousand other questions
come flooding into my mind as the kind of
questions we need to ask ourselves.
If we don't re-examine our lives periodically
we may be personally committed to a way of
life that will end as futilely and tragically for
us personally as the Viet Nam war was for us
as a nation. Think about it.
Charles Prince
via Maplewood Bulletin
Sulphur, LA
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Must Affect Our Behauior
Having a knowledge of God's word is important, but what if we don't put our knowledge
to practice in daily living? What does it profit
a man if his knowledge is not applied in a
practical way by serving his fellowman?
Sometime ago a revealing experiment was
performed at Princeton Theological Seminary.
Twenty theologians were instructed to go to
a recording studio and make a tape recording
of their interpretation and understanding of the
Good Samaritan story. Twenty students in a
second group were told to go to the same
recording studio to participate in a career study
program. They were to give a talk on their
future career and idea of ministry.
Unknown to the students, a professional
actor had been hired to stage an act for them
as they walked along the route from the dormitory to the recording studio. As the students
passed by, he clutched his heart and gasped,
"Oh, this is the big one." With that he toppled
over. Sixty percent of the students didn't
stop. They trudged right on to keep their
appointments with the tape recorder. The
article (published in a magazine called Human
Behavior) commented:
"Some who were
planning their dissertation on the Good Samaritan literally stepped over the slumped
body as they hurried along. Interestingly,
there was no significant difference in compassionate behavior between those who had
the parable on their minds and those ready to
talk about their future careers.''
Let us be sure that we acquire a knowledge
of God's will, but let us also be sure we practice what we know. Our knowledge should
affect our behavior and if it doesn't, what
good is it?
Greely Kirkpatrick
Harrison, AR
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It Really Happened .
This month's feature Is from Mrs.
Garner of San Marcos, Texas. Not only
amusing but teaches several good lessons as
well.
In teaching our children from an early age,
we drilled many things into them, hoping and
trusting that those things would be beneficial
to them when they reached an accountable age.
One of those things was marriage. We would
routinely ask, ''Carla, who are you going to
marry when you grow up?" Her reply (as
trained to answer): "A Christian."
Parent:
"What kind of a Christian?" Her reply (always!) "A faithful Christian." This, of course,
made us extremely proud, feeling that this
would perhaps stay with her. Then one day as
we went through our "routine,"
we asked
again, "Who are you going to marry when you
grow up, Carla?" Her reply: "A Christian?"
Our response: ''What kind of a Christian?''
Her reply: "A faithful Christian." Then, after
giving the answer some thought, she asked
"Mom, what's a faithful Christian?" We can't
take anything for granted, can we? Ha!

Share with us some amusing or embarrassing incident of a religious nature and
if we print it we ·11give you a six-month's
subscription or extension to Bulletin
Digest. Send all items to: Bulletin
Digest, HC69, Box 29A, Anselmo,
Ne. 68813.

BUDGET
BOOK PRINTING
Let us give you an estimate on printing your
Tracts, Booklets, Books, and other printed
material.
JIM MARTIN PRINTING
602 N. Elm, Sesser, IL 62884
Ph. 618-625-5669
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Part Of Something

Greater

It was just an ordinary, unattractive corner
mailbox, not much to look at. If it had been
anything else I wouldn't have noticed it, but,
being what it was, it was the object of my
search. I wasn't looking for it because it was
beautiful or because it was one of the scenic
attractions. It did not appear deserving of
much consideration, but when I reached it I
entrusted to its care a very precious thing,
a letter to my beloved.
Now, I wouldn't have deposited such a valuable.....
missive just anywhere. I wouldn't have
handed it over to a policeman or left it with the
newsboy. I would not even have given it to the
bank. A bank is a much more impressive thing
than a mailbox and we do commit some very
important things to their keeping, but here I
was passing all these places looking for a plain
little old mailbox.
The mailbox is important, not because of
what it is in itself, but because it belongs to,
and is part of, something greater than itself.
It is a unit in the great Postal System and I
knew that, although that little mailbox, unassisted, could never deliver my letter to my
beloved, it was part of a great movement that
could.
Which set me thinking as I strolled on down
the street. You and I are not much in ourselves,
but when we get into the will of God and become part of his great purpose we assume an
importance and share a responsibility infinitely
beyond ourselves. This poor little mailbox

could not get letters across the country and
around the world, but it was part of something
that could. When we yield to God and become
co-workers and units in his great program,
we become bearers of precious messages,
channels of heavenly blessings, recipients of
eternal grace, stewards of treasure in earthen
vessels. Foolish things, weak and base, things
that are not, all this we are in ourselves, but
once we enter into the plan and purpose of
God we assume a priceless value because of
him who we are and whom we serve.
This mailbox, set out in a field somewhere,
disconnected from its system would be useless.
It would neither receive nor transmit that
stream of human communication for which it
is made. Just so, many a life out of God's will,
isolated and alone, living for self and none
beside, just as if Jesus had never lived, just
as if he'd never died-such a life can never
be blessed nor be a blessing.
But look at the mailbox again. Suppose it
complained and grumbled "Why did they ever
set me on this dirty corner? I wanted so much
to be up on the boulevard, among the bright
lights and the fine shops, and here I am stuck
in this dark, drab spot." But if it is in line with
the postal system it can fulfill its function just
the same, and the location doesn't make an
awful lot of difference.
Do these lines fall under the eye of one who
is restless, murmuring, inwardly wondering
why God ever set you on such a corner? Are
you tied down to drudgery, working among
uncongenial companions, trying to preach in
an unappreciative place, or, maybe an invalid
sentenced to pass your days between bed
sheets? Do not complain. There must be mailboxes on some dark corners, and when the
final count is made perhaps the Great Postmaster will reward some obscure out-station
for meritorious service beyond the intake and
output up on the avenue. Stop being fretful
and start being faithful over even a few things
and you will be in line for heaven's promotion.
via South College Bulletin
Auburn, AL
BULLETIN DIGEST
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THE MAN WHO SOLD HOT DOGS
There was a man who lived by the side of
the road and sold hot dogs.
He was hard of hearing so he had no radio.
He had trouble with his eyes so he read no
newspapers.
But he sold good hot dogs.
He put up signs on the highway telling how
good they were.
He stood on the side of the road and cried:
"Buy a hot dog, Mister?"
And people bought.
He increased his meat and bun orders.
He bought a bigger stove to take care of his
trade.
He finally got his son home from college to
help him out.
But then something happened.
His son said, "Father, haven't you been
listening to the radio?
Haven't you been reading the newspapers?
There's a big depression
The European situation is terrible.
The domestic situation is worse."
Whereupon the father thought: "Well,
my son's been to college, he reads the papers
and listens to the radio, and he ought to
know.''
So the father cut down on his meat and bun
orders, took down his advertising signs, and
no longer bothered to stand out on the highway
to sell his hot dogs.
And his hot dog sales fell almost overnight.
"You're right son," the father said to the
boy.
"We certainly are in the middle of a great
depression.''
P.S. Negative
failures.

talking

can cause

"He brought him unto
Jesus ... " (Jn. 1:42)

Dr. Leo Eddleman has likened the soulwinner to a pilot light on a stove. You don't
use the pilot light to cook anything, but you
use it to start up a bigger flame.
In March of 1850, a preacher by the name of
A.A. Lillie held a gospel meeting at a school
house in Organge, Ohio. During the meeting
a young man came to the preacher privately,
frankly admitting his skepticism and asking for
reassurance that the Bible was the word of
God. Lillie, instead of rebuking the boy for his
questioning, expressed admiration for the
young man's candor. The following evening
the sermon was titled, "What is Truth?",
and that thoroughly satisfied the boy's inquiring mind. At the close of the service, he responded to the invitation along with seven
others. He was baptized into Christ.
Few among us know or remember anything
of the preacher, A.A. Lillie who conducted
that meeting in the little school house, but all
will recognize the name of the young man he
brought to Christ. It was James A. Garfield,
who himself served the Lord's church as a
gospel preacher, and went on to serve this
country as one of its' most illustrious presidents. Earl West, in his second volume of
The Search For The Ancient Order, writes of
Garfield: "Politics corrupted him less than it
did any other person. For strength of moral
character and of devotion to God the presidency has never known Garfield's equal."

a lot of

Paul Sneed
Central Bulletin
Amarillo, TX

A GOSSIP IS ONE THAT CAN GIVE YOU ALL
THE DETAILS WITHOUT KNOWING ANY OF
THE FACTS.
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You Can Be A Pilot Light

A.A. Lillie was the pilot light, but look at
the flame that he kindled. Andrew is a little
known man in the Bible, but everyone knows
his big brother, Simon Peter. Andrew was a
pilot light who brought a flame to the Savior's
cause. May we use our influence to bring
others to Christ. The Lord needs flames of all
sizes.
Kerry Knight
Houston, TX
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HOW CAN I WIN HIM
Recently a lady asked me, "How can I win
my husband to the Lord?" She was surprised
seemingly, when I replied, "You can't." She
never attends Bible study; she doesn't attend
the worship regularly. If the husband wants to
go on a trip on Sunday, she will forget the Lord
and His church and go with him, therefore
SHE WILL NEVER WIN HIM! Until you let
those about you know that your religion means
more to you than ANYTHING ELSE UNDER
HEAVEN, you will NEVER have the kind of
influence that wins souls.
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''they may get the wrong idea and think I'm
being unkind.'' But we must realize that there
are those who need to be brought •'to their
senses and escape from the trap of the devil,
who has taken them captive to do his will"
(II Tim. 2:26). This can only be done when we
instruct and correct them (II Tim. 2:25), in
short, confront them in their error. It is up to
the righteous to "bring him back" (James 5:
19-NIV) and so save a soul from death. Solomon said, "Open rebuke is better than secret
love" (Prov. 27 :5). In other words, when a
person strays from the appointed pathway,
those who love will confront directly. Indeed,
to fail to do so brings one's ''love'' into serious
question.

'::-=-

BOLD AS A LION
Most allusions to persecution and suffering
for Christ in the Bible have little meaning to
Christians today. We quote with gusto such
inspired words as ''all who live godly in
Chri!iJJesus will suffer persecution'' (II Tim.
3:12)-but then remain perplexed as to why
we're not really experiencing any distress.
We generally assume that times were more
difficult then than now, and thus feel comfortable in our complacency. However, there is
much in the Bible to suggest that if we were
doing more of what was done then, we would
receive comparable opposition. Two basic
qualities possessed by the righteous throughout biblical history consistently evoked opposition and persecution from the unrighteous:
courage and confrontation. Notice what the
Bible has to say regarding these matters.
Living godly in this world by definition
involves interaction with people. This interpersonal contact must often entail firm confrontation-something
that does not come easy
for most people. We usually bow to our fears
and personal insecurities while reassuring
ourselves that "it's not my business' or

Coupled with confrontation is the closely
connected quality of courage. Repeatedly,
God's people are called upon to exhibit
courage in the face of opposition (Deut. 31:6;
Josh. 1:8-9; Ps. 27:14). Paul was thankful for
Christians who became more courageous
and bold in speaking the truth because of his
imprisonment (Phil. 1:14). When Paul and Barnabas presented the truth in Pisidian Antioch
and were opposed by persons who contradicted
and spoke abusively against them, Paul and
Barnabas answered them boldly (Acts 13:46).
It takes real courage to confront-but
it
must be done if we love God and our fellowman. The unrighteous may rave and rant when
confronted in their sin. They may panic.
''The wicked flee when no one is pursuing,
but the righteous are bold as a lion'' (Prov.
28:1).
Dave Miller
Dongola, IL

Three UnusualDays
Meeting
Increase Weekly Contribution 30%
Jerry L. Cantrell
(305) 631-8958
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GreatNewParallelNewTestament
KING JAMESANDSIMPLE ENGLISH PARALLEL EDITION
Now you can have both the old reliable King James Version and the great new Simple
English Version both in one cover. What a valuable tool you will find it to be in your
personal study as well as in teaching your Bible lesson. We believe this is a major
breakthrough and are pleased to make it available through our Bookshelf.
Every verse is listed side by side for very easy comparison. We know you will want
a copy. Order yours now while you are thinking of it.
COMES IN A DURABLE HARDBACK. PRICE IS ONLY $14.95, PLUS 10% SHIPPING.
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THE WORDS WE SPEAK
A few months ago a 44 year old man became
ill in the night and, against his wishes, his
wife called the rescue squad to rush him to the
hospital. When his wife was allowed to see
him in the hospital room where he was hooked
up to tubes and machines, he berated her by
saying, "If it wasn't for your big mouth I
would not be in this shape." Those were his
last words to her as shortly thereafter he died.
What is our general disposition in talking to
family members and close friends? Overall,
is our approach to relating to those we love one
of kindness and compassion? Paul says in
Ephesians 4:32, "Be kind to one another."
In the preceding verse he warns that we put
away all slander and malice. In Colossians
4:6 he admonishes, "Let your speech always
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be with grace, seasoned, as it were, with salt,
so that you may know how you should respond
to each person. ' ' Solomon said that ''A word
fitly spoken is like apples of gold in a setting
of silver" (Proverbs 25:11).

In a recent book entitled Traits of a Healthy
Family, the number one trait listed was effective communication. Are our words to family
members worth their weight in golden apples?
Do we speak with grace-seasoned
as it were
with salt? To those we live with or spend the
most time with, let us remember to speak
kindly with encouragement and love. At some
point what we say to someone we love will be
the last words we ever speak to them.
Steve Boyd
Central Bulletin
Cincinnati, OH
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You CanMakeA Difference
In Someones Life
By our attitude we either do good or harm.
Notice the two different attitudes depicted in
the following poem.

OBSTACLES
ARE
THOSE
TERRIFYING
THINGS WE SEE WHEN
WE TAKE OUR
EYES OFF OUR GOAL.

CRUSHED FENDER
It happened in Milan one summer night,
While we were driving down a narrow
street.
A fender crashed-the brakes froze to a
stop
Beneath the pressure of the driver's
feet.
I hurled my ire against the guilty one:
"You should be taught to signal as you
turn!
At least put out your arm!'' I cried at him.
''You could have caused our car to overturn!"
At first the man was silent, then he spoke;
"Sorry," he said, "to cause you such
.... alarm.
You did not see it, for the night is dark,
But as I turned, I did put out my arm,
Please take my license number and my
name.
I hope you will forgive and understand.
I was a soldier once, somewhere in
France ...
My left arm is a stub. I have no hand."
I could not speak. The words choked in
my throat.
I did not take his number or his nameI turned the car against the dull black
night,
My face averted to conceal my shame.
-Rosa Zag non Marinoni

The Ministry

0/ Restoring

They are gone. No one knows why. No one
understands-they
have just disappeared.
They may have at one time been active in the
work of the church. At one time, they were
present "every time the doors were open,"
but now they never come. What has happened?
Is it just a matter of negligence? Has something happened to prevent them from coming
t~ w~rship God; e.g., illness, bad family
s1tuatton, transportation, hurt feelings, etc.?
As Christians, we have a responsibility to
find out!
The Bible clearly spells out our duty to the
erring. Our duty is not to isolate them, drop
them from the rolls, commit them to hell, or
to pass by on the other side. Our duty is rather
to restore the dislocated, the unruly, and the
burd~ned members of the Lord's body. Read
Galatians 6:1,2. As you can readily see from
reading this passage, we as individual Christians are God's instruments for restoring the
fallen.

What kind of attitude would (do) we have
when someone pulls some stupid stunt (or
so we think) in traffic? What kind of attitude
would we have if we had lost a liinb in a war?
Attitude makes all the difference.

As in every other spiritual matter the Lord
is our example here. The mission of Christ was
to reconcile man to God. He came to reinstate
man to divine favor, to heal wounded souls
to mend broken lives. The Lord's mission wa~
not to destroy, but to mend and restore. As
disciples of Christ we must follow in His footsteps if we want to be pleasing to God. Let each
one of us give careful and prayerful consideration to our personal responsibilities in reaching out to those who have drifted away.

Ray Hooper
Chandler St. Bulletin
Kilgore, TX

Charles Landreth
Webb Chapel Bulletin
Dallas, TX
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TOGETHERNESS
What made the early church tick? How did
they turn the world upside down? Was it
money, education, prestige or political power?
The answer is simple-they
possessed the
priceless ingredient of togetherness.
That explosive band of first century Christians not only abode in the doctrine of Christ
(Acts 2:42) but they pulsated as one heart and
one soul (Acts 4:32). They truly, as comrades
in arms, had a genuine affinity to one another.
They not only spoke where the scriptures
spoke but they loved as Jesus loved.
Many congregations of the Lord's people
today meet together under the same roof;
worship the same Lord; partake of the same
weekly communion; attend the same Bible
class; and go out together on the same Monday
night visitation team-but have never caught
the spirit of oneness that ignited the apostolic
church.
The apostle Paul pleads for the proper fuel
to fire the evangelistic, benevolent and educational programs when he penned, " ... that ye
stand fast in one spirit, with one mind striving
together for the faith of the gospel, '' (Phil.
1:27). The esprit de corps (spirit of the group)
spells the difference between mediocrity of
congregational life and light house living!
(Matt. 5:14-16)

(Eph. 4:6); Jesus Christ is our elder brother
(Heb. 2:11); we all eat the same loaf at the
same table (I Cor. 10:17); we share a common
grace (Eph. 1:7); we are wedded to the same
Saviour (Jude 3) and all anticipate a mutual
destiny (I Pet. 1:3).
Our natural response to Calvary should be
a warm response to fellow freemen. The
commonality of our new found riches should
forge a deep-seated fellowship that astounds
the world.
So the next time we are tempted to resent
a brother, just pray for him (Ja. 5:16). When
we would like to gossip, just praise him (I Cor.
13). When we are inclined to dislike a fellow
member, just invite him over and become
acquainted. When our love grows weak,
just roll up our sleeves and work by his side.
It will surprise us how enemies can become
friends and friends can lay hold on comradeship when we strive for togetherness in Christ.
Harold G. Taylor
Sunset Bulletin
Lubbock, TX

A REASONABLE
SHARE

The real truth is that few churches are striving to build a dynamic fellowship. That intangible quality of cohesiveness is sadly
lacking in most bands of disciples. We may
abide in the doctrine of Christ-as we must
and attempt to oil a militant program-as w;
should; but unless we possess that oneness
of mind and spirit, we will be drilling in a
dry hole. We must learn to love one an,other
or we will never fulfill God's purposes on
earth. It is simply-love or perish!

How often have you heard "I'm just as
religious as the next person, but too much of
that stuff is hard on you."? Maybe you've
never heard it expressed that way, but isn't
that what people really mean when they decide
to give God a "reasonable share" of their
lives? This attitude is not necessarily measured
by what occupation one has or even how many
services of the church one attends. It's a
dichotomy-this
is God's share-this
is my
share. We can almost make two columns
and list what part of our money, time, energy
is ours and what part is God's. What God bids
us do is erase the dividing line in that twocolumn list and let Christ be Lord of all:
recreation, work, and worship.

Why shouldn't we be closer in Christ than
flesh and blood? God is the Father of us all

Paul Thomas
Costa Mesa, CA
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LOVING THE LOST
AND WAYWARD
Several years ago I heard a missionary to
Lebanon tell an interesting story. He and some
other missionaries all new to the area were
traveling in northern Palestine. They were not
sure of their directions so they stopped and
asked a man if this was the right road to such
and such a place. He assured them that it was.
Several miles down the road they discovered
that they were going in exactly the opposite
direction from their destination. Puzzled by the
man's "help" they asked one of the local
people why he had treated them that way. It
was explained to them that in that part of the
world it is considered discourteous to tell
anyone something they don't want to hear.
Thus the man had been courteous by local
standards.
I've thought about that story many times.
You __.probablythink how ridiculous was the
man's behavior. And yet I wonder if we are all
that different. In our culture we have developed the strange idea that to be loving means
avoiding ever saying or doing anything unpleasant. In the home this is interpreted to
mean that loving a child means never causing
the unpleasantness which results from corrective discipline. In contrast to this attitude the
writer of Hebrews reminds us that, •'If you are
left without discipline ... you are illigitimate
children and not sons'· (Hebrews 12:8).
In the church we face the problem of this
same wrong attitude. Just how many pleasant
ways can you think of to tell someone that he
is bound for eternal destruction? Or how can
we pleasantly address •'those who have once
been enlightened, who have tasted the heavenly gift, and have become partakers of the Holy
Spirit, and have tasted the goodness of the
Word of God and the powers of the age to
come, if they then commit apostasy, since they
crucify the Son of God on their own account
and hold him up to contempt'' (Hebrews 6:
4-6)? On one occasion the apostle Paul asked,
''Have I become your enemy by telling you

the
but
out
the

truth" (Galatians 4:16)? It isn't pleasant
it is very needful when the surgeon cuts
the deadly cancer or the dentist removes
abscessed tooth.

We need to realize that "speaking the truth
in love'' (Ephesians 4: 15) means caring enough
about someone, loving that someone enough,
to bring the truth of God's Word to bear on
his or her life even if the telling is a most
unpleasant though necessary experience.
Jim Howard
White Station Bulletin
Memphis, TN

CHRIST IS GREATEST
In Red Square, Moscow, lying in a mausoleum, is what is represented to be the embalmed body of Lenin. It can be seen through a
glass casket. The inscription reads: "He was
the greatest leader of all countries, of all times,
and of all peoples. He was lord of the new
humanity, the saviour of the world." A Christian looked at this inscription and said: "They
had to write 'was' about him. Of Christ we can
say, 'Is'!"
The inspired Peter said of Jesus that God had
made Him "both Lord and Christ." It is stimulating to see the commitment that millions of
people have shown for the Christ through
the centuries. Jesus has very high requirements for discipleship. "If anyone wants to
follow In my footsteps, he must give up all
right to himself, take up his cross and follow
me." (Mark 8:34, Phillips)
These words we can comprehend: "He must
give up all right to himself."
The apostles
claimed no resources of their own. They were
able to face a hostile world because they had
total dependence upon God.
Lenin is not able to give such power to his
followers. He is dead. Christ lives! Lenin Is
not the greatest (he was not even the greatest
while he lived); Christ is the greatest! He is
both Lord and Christ.
via Bladen Bulletin
Elizabethtown, NC
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Matt. 9:12,13). It was for these older brothers,
who could not see their own sins, that Jesus
reserved His most scathing words (Matt.
23: 13,23,28,33).

A SIN WORSE THAN MINE
One sin is worse than mine. Yours? No.
The sin worse than mine yet is mine.

Again, the sin worse than my sin is my
refusal to admit my sin (cf. Matt. 7:21-23).
Even the Old Testament, without the perfection God waited to give with us (Heb. 11:40),
speaks to this failure to own up to sin (Prov.
30:20): •'This is the way of an adulterous
woman: she eats and wipes her mouth, and
says, '/ have done no wrong. • ••

The sin worse than my sin is my refusal to
own up to my sin. Refusal to admit to my sin
is worse because it shuts out my repentance
and His forgiveness. When l go out on my own,
so to speak spiritually, God waits for me to
come to my senses and return before He forgives and reinstates me (Luke 15:17-22). A
worse predicament is to stand pat, failing to
see that I am more concerned about my place
than His will. In that case, I may never awaken
to my need and admit to my fault (15:28-32).

Leon E. Tester
Iowa City, IA

Remember, Jesus told the three parables
of the Lost because "older brothers," the
scribes and Pharisees, grumbled that He was
accepting sinners (Luke 15:1,2; cf. 5:31,32;
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